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What Professionals in Relevant Sectors Say About:
10 Dialogues for Boys & Young Men (and Those Working With Them)

"Few of us have the opportunity to learn about relationships
in a structured way, yet we are all learning from a variety of
experiences and sources. This Men At Work programme
provides boys and young men a space where they can
exercise their individual agency to reflect, learn and make
crucial decisions about what it means to 'be a man'. All boys
and young men deserve to have a choice about the values
and beliefs they want to carry with them through life. I am
excited for boys and young men who take part in this Men at
Work Programme."
Sarah Wigley,
Domestic Abuse Consultant /Trainer

"This is a timely, engaging and practical toolkit for
engaging boys and young men in positive
conversations about the world around them. In over
20 years of experience of working with men and their
violence, the consistent response I have heard is 'why
haven't I been encouraged the talk about this
before?'. Well here is that opportunity - with a range
of accessible materials, training and support to
enable boys and young men to engage in this
dialogue and make a positive contribution to those
around them."
Alan Garner,
Facilitator of Perpetrator Intervention
Programmes

"You have put important things that need
change in an accessible way and one that
will likely be accepted. It is really clear and
you have targeted the key issues and
identified any problems that might arise such as defensiveness. Well done!"
Gemma Aitchison,
Founder - Yes Matters UK

“This is an excellent resource that should be rolled
out to all schools. Preventive strategies are an
important part of safeguarding. We hope that
embedding this in schools will lead to a reduction in
male violence against women and girls, fewer
children getting to the stage where the criminal justice
system is required to deal with them and an increase
in men and boys feeling able to seek help for mental
Heath conditions.'
Safe Schools Alliance

“This programme gives boys and young men the
opportunity and process to look beyond the ever stronger
cultural norms around Male behaviour to which they are
routinely and consistently bombarded. This means not
only the individual can have more informed choices but
their relationships and the communities where they live
can experience benefits as well. Schools and
organisations which make this material accessible will be
beacons of hope for a more equal and respectful society.”
Anne Haynes,
Author of ‘Becoming Respectful’, Senior
Probation Officer and consultant with 30 years‘
experience

What Service Commissioners Say About
Conferences and Workshops Delivered by Men At Work:

National Education Union’s
#ChallengingSexismInSchools Conferences
"This was great. The audience were really involved and we
Participant Feedback
had a sense that we were driving the agenda. Insightful
perspective on how men view themselves and how men view
women.“
“Inspirational.”
“Real Strategies for giving boys/men opportunities to talk
about why they behave in certain ways and how to
challenge these“
“Powerful talking points around the language we use that
promotes disrespect towards women“

“The session gave me tools, resources and
ideas to promote discussion amongst
boys/men about sexist behaviour.“
“The importance of fostering an environment
where male students feel they don’t have to
conform to gender expectations and can
challenge sexist ideas, working alongside
their peers to promote equality in schools.”

“A realisation of just how much pressure young men can feel
under to conform to stereotypes.”
Anti-Bullying Pro’s / Diana Award

Centre for Children & Families,
University of Worcester
“Michael spoke to an audience of 200 trainees from
within the Centre for Children and Families about early
gender messages and issues around language, as well as
telling the audience all about his work with boys & young
men. Michael is a very engaging speaker and his keynote
speech was fascinating. The students evaluated the
session very positively and have used the content of the
presentation in their assignments. I would highly
recommend Michael as a very knowledgeable and
enthusiastic speaker.”

“Michael’s session was incredibly insightful, with close
links to our goals and mission to create a generation
of empowered young people. He really opened our
eyes to a topic which we are living and experiencing
first hand every day with the young people we
facilitate. I would highly recommend anyone taking
this session as it has inspired and sparked many
important conversations for us as a team.
Thanks for helping us understand the ’man-box’!”

Head of Year 10,
Bryntirion School
"Our Year 10 pupils really enjoyed the
Men at Work session. I was impressed
with how quickly he engaged and how
mature the conversations were as a
result. The staff & pupils present
benefited a lot.”
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CORE DIALOGUES

Dialogue 1 : Respect
Dialogue 2 : The ‘Man Ru
les’
Dialogue 3 : Keeping My
self Safe
Dialogue 4 : People, No
t Objects
Dialogue 5 : Control
Dialogue 6 : Helping Ot
hers Stay Safe
Dialogue 7: Taking No for
An Answer
Dialogue 8 : Respect in
Relationships
Dialogue 9 : Help!
Dialogue 10 : Future Me
- Who and How?

MORE DIALOGUE
S

A growable activity resource bank of
role-plays, readings, 'what-if's' and
'what-would-you-do's' to deepen &
widen discussion of the Core
Dialogue Themes

FOREWORD

Hello, I am Michael Conroy. I have produced MEN AT WORK: 10
Dialogues For Boys and Young Men (and Those Working With
Them) as a resource to support professionals of many kinds in having
constructive dialogues - about safety, respect and freedom - with boys and
young men.
This resource is intended to provide a framework for collaboratively
exploring some of the social and cultural messages about - and models of
- 'how to be a man' to which boys and young men are exposed as they
grow up. These messages and models are variously formative in shaping
the values, beliefs and behaviours of boys and young men. Reflectively
unpicking some of these messages shows us how they can in fact run
counter to the best interests both of boys, young men and the mature
adults they will become and also of the women and girls in their lives and
networks.

michael conroy

I acknowledge my debts, in creating this resource, to supportive colleagues in multiple educational
settings and to the boys and young men who have engaged with interventions and mentoring I have been
privileged to deliver. I also acknowledge a huge debt to an extraordinary continuum of optimistic social
struggle (much of it woman-led in the face of stiff resistance in many ways, over decades), which believes
that we can transform society for the better by making relationships between men and women egalitarian,
just, safe and respectful. I believe we can start this transformation by critically examining the interplay
between values, beliefs and behaviours of individuals and groups - and how they add up and interact to
produce real-world, impactful social dynamics - positive and negative. The aim of MEN AT WORK is to
make a small contribution to that transformative goal.
I hope that whatever your role in working with boys and young men - and however you come to be
engaged in this work - that you find it to be a useful and constructive starting point for some meaningful
and valuable conversations.
Good luck!

My 16 years in the English Secondary Education system have involved:
Training teaching and pastoral staff (Primary, Secondary and Tertiary settings) in Youth Mental Health,
Suicide Awareness and Suicide Prevention
Mentoring boys and young men individually and in groups
Designing and delivering staff training on working with boys and young men
Coordinating Domestic Abuse Awareness campaigns across schools, colleges, District and County
Councils, statutory organisations and the voluntary sector
Coordinating multi-school PSHE, Citizenship and Wellbeing provision
In recent work specifically focused on boys and young men I have:
Run workshops on the role that the social construction of masculinity plays in shaping individual and
group behaviour for professionals including Teachers (Primary, Secondary and Tertiary), Youth Workers,
Fire and Rescue, Youth Justice, Early Help, Family Support
Delivered multiple group sessions with students—mainly boys and young men, aged 11-19 years - in
schools and Sixth Form across England
Facilitated Men’s Groups in London, Manchester and Glasgow, with the aim of normalising respectful
group discussions on how men can unpick harmful social conditioning and support the rights of women
and girls to live amongst safe and respectful men and boys
Organised national multi-agency conferences on identifying and challenging harmful narratives offered to
boys and young men on ‘how to be a man’
Spoken at Women’s Aid National Conference
Spoken in Women and Equalities Select Committee session on Sexual Harassment in Public Spaces
Delivered sessions at National Education Union conferences
Contributed to the Commonwealth Heads of Government Women & Gender Forum, Rwanda 2021

THIS #10DIALOGUES RESOURCE IS:
A supportive framework for the personal and social
development of boys and young men (typically 13 yrs+)
A guided exploration of how social messages about - and
models of - 'gender' (roles and rules, permission and
expectations) are transmitted in society
A structured challenge to stereotypes around what boys &
men ‘should’ think, be and do
A reflective exploration of links between rigid notions of how
to 'be a man' and negative impacts on women and girls - and
men and boys
Invested in enabling boys and young men to confidently
promote positive social norms in heir peer networks
Rooted in reality and underpinned by optimism.

#10DIALOGUES offers participants:
Space
to have creative, critical conversations about potential
causes of - and solutions to - important issues e.g. bullying,
violence, abuse, sexism, poor mental and emotional health
Skills
for maintaining respectful (and recognising disrespectful)
relationships
in Critical Thinking
in Media Analysis
Insights
into promoting healthier lives - physically & mentally
into how our values and beliefs as boys and young (and
older) men are shaped and how they in turn shape our
behaviours
A role
in creating safer communities for all
in being part of the solution to a range of social problems

Developmental Support relating to:
Empathy: Understanding and sharing the feelings of others
Thinking: Understanding why we do what we do & think
what we think
Respect: Respecting ourselves and others, based on
believing that we all have value, regardless of our many
differences.
Purpose: Identifying a stake in the future - some worthwhile
aims and ideas on how to realise them
Listening: To understand - not just to reply or contradict:
new ideas can be uncomfortable at first but we learn by
giving them proper consideration
Courage: Willingness to stand up for what we feel is right
but also to listen to contrasting perspectives respectfully
Mutual Care: Seeking, accepting and giving help

This resource aims to foster:

‘Light-bulb moments’ for participants, allowing
them to make connections between the way
society invites them to behave as boys and young
men, their own daily lives and a range of issues
relating to other people's safety, freedom and
ability to live in dignity

#10Dialogues aims to enable participants to:
Step up by constructively engaging with cultural
expectations of men and weighing up the benefits
and costs of these expectations - or 'Man Rules' - to
themselves and others.
Step away from negative influences and invitations
to take part in harmful behaviours – whether towards
others: aggression, controlling behaviour, objectifying
or towards themselves: substance abuse, risk-taking,
self-sabotage or not asking for help when it is needed
Step in when others need support, help, safety
and/or comfort by developing an understanding of
risks and harms being done (to themselves and/or
others) and having the confidence to safely be an ‘upstander’ - where and when needed
Step forwards in their lives, confidently and
intentionally putting respect into practice – for
women and girls, other men and themselves

MEN AT WORK acknowledge that...
Sexism is not the only way that harmful notions of
gender roles and rules can play out. There is, sadly,
much violence and discrimination against lesbians, gay
and bisexual people as well as people who identify as
transsexual or transgender around the globe. Rigid
and limited notions of ‘masculinity’ / ‘femininity' (i.e.
gender, as opposed to sex) can mean that men who
are perceived as not ‘masculine’ enough, or women
who are perceived as not ‘feminine’ enough can be
targeted for 'punishments' in various ways.

WHY SHOULD WE DO
THIS KIND OF WORK?
SUPPORTING SAFEGUARDING
This work with boys and young men is intended as a catalyst
for meaningful discussions about respect, safety and
autonomy for everyone - male and female. Reasons for
participants and facilitators to do this work include:
Helping avoid/prevent harms to themselves and other
men / boys
Helping avoid/prevent harms to women / girls
Developing skills for respectful, safe and egalitarian
relationships
Promoting emotional, psychological and social well-being
Fostering a desire for justice
Developing the cognitive skills and empathy needed to
mature into men who make the right choices, are safe and
embrace accountability.
We know that harmful beliefs and values can give rise to
harmful behaviours that put us - and others - at risk. This
MEN AT WORK resource looks specifically at our collective
beliefs about how boys / men 'should' behave, where these
beliefs come from and where some of them CAN, if left
unchallenged, lead - at a cost both to boys and men and to
women and girls.

The work contained in this resource aims to
contribute to...
REDUCING VIOLENCE
Most men are not violent or abusive yet most violence
and abuse is perpetrated by men. This presents us with
both the logical inference that men are NOT 'destined' to be
violent/abusive AND that there is something about some
'man'-beliefs/values' that make us more likely to commit acts
of violence than women. MEN AT WORK, amongst other aims,
seeks to explore why this might be.
Of that minority of men which engages in violent or abusive
behaviour every one was once an adolescent who was once a
boy who was once an infant. MEN AT WORK seeks to engage
with boys and young men during that developmental
trajectory at a time in their life (roughly between 13 and 19
years) when their behaviours and choices begin to have wider
and deeper impact (by virtue of their physical maturity,
including sexual activity) on themselves and others.
Multiple studies confirm that rigid norms regarding ‘gender’
roles, family, and marriage – together with men’s childhood
experiences of violence – contribute to men’s use of violence
against female partners When men believe that they are not –
or are not perceived to be – 'masculine enough', they may also
use intimate partner violence as a way to over-compensate or
conform to gendered expectations.

Keeping Children Safe in Education.
Empowering boys and young men to identify
behaviours in others which may put others and/or
themselves at risk
Engaging boys in reflecting on their own behaviours
which may compromise their own safety and/or that of
others

SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE'S MENTAL
HEALTH
This work explicitly addresses several recognised barriers
to wellbeing - for example, the ability or desire to
recognise one's vulnerability and to ask for help. It address
issues like body image, competitiveness, unreal
expectations, bullying, objectification and controlling
behaviour - all issues impacting on our - and others' mental wellbeing.

SUPPORTING ANTI-BULLYING
MEN AT WORK looks at the roots of the kind of bullying
common in schools and youth settings - expressions of
dominance, establishing pecking orders, lack of
empathy, rigid gender notions, the need to appear
'tough' and 'uncaring' as well as sexualised bullying.

HELPING SCHOOLS MEET THE RSE
OBLIGATION (DfE, Sept 2020)
Para. 31. 'Schools should be alive to issues such as everyday
sexism, misogyny, homophobia and gender stereotypes and take
positive action to build a culture where these are not tolerated,
and any occurrences are identified and tackled. Staff have an
important role to play in modelling positive behaviours. School
pastoral and behaviour policies should support all pupils.'

SUPPORTING SCHOOLS' SMSC WORK (AND
INSPECTION-READINESS)
Ofsted Inspection framework expectations on:
SMSC, Bullying, Mental Health (See Appendix 1)

THE HARM PREVENTION SPECTRUM
The thought processes comprising this resource contribute
to at least two of the strands of the spectrum of prevention
of harms (see Appendix D), namely: ‘Strengthening of
Individual Knowledge and Skills’ and ‘Promoting Community
Education’.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE CONSIDERED TO DELIVER THIS RESOURCE SUCCESSFULLY?

Before Beginning the M.A.W. Programme
It is highly advisable that you discuss the aims and content of
the programme with appropriate colleagues. The wider the
‘buy in’ to its aims and to your facilitation of the programme,
the better.

Awareness of this plurality should help, not hinder, us in
making a constructive start in this work by looking at what
is regular, common and visible in the culture/s we know in
terms of the core aspects of ‘manhood’.

Parent/Carer Permission

We can start today to ask ourselves how these culturallytransmitted messages might lead to harmful thoughts,
beliefs, values and behaviours. Much of what boys / young
men learn about their version of masculinity is based on
the social norms about the differing and contrasting rules
for – and roles of - men and women. Unpicking this
mutually-contrastive definition of what it means to be a
man or woman (not biologically, but socially, culturally and
behaviourally) forms much of the work in this programme.

Your school or organization may require that you inform
parents/carers about the Programme and get parent /
carer permission before starting.

Our Role As Facilitators
Our role as MEN AT WORK facilitators is to be an authentic and
respectful guide for boys and young men through some
challenging thought processes. We will—and should—be
challenged too: we are all impacted by cultural and societal
values and dynamics. It is essential that we never forget that
our own world-view has been shaped by the very forces and
beliefs that we hope to unpick and perhaps de-legitimise with
the young people with whom we are working. This work is a
shared journey, with differing points of departure.
We may hold a variety of roles - professionally or as volunteers
- in our place of delivery. Whether a teacher, a social worker, a
sport coach, a mentor or other key adult, we have a position of
trust and influence. As such we are – inescapably - role models
and potential change-makers. Boys and young men watch us
and listen to what we say – even though that may not always
be obvious! We are an example of what it means to be a
responsible man or woman. MEN AT WORK, delivered
effectively, will encompass some moments of deep discussion
and reflection and young people will remember how we
facilitate these moments.
Supporting boys and young men in envisaging healthy
relationships and behaviours, and preventing violence and
abuse is of course rewarding work, but it comes with
challenges. Asking anyone to reflect on their values, beliefs and
behaviours can generate tensions, frictions and sometimes real
discomfort. When this work is done with boys and young men
this is no less true – and perhaps even more so, given the
power of the very dynamics which we address in the
programme.
The question ‘what does it mean to be a man?’ is a huge one
that cuts across and intersects with a vast array of contexts
and issues. Ethnicity, sexuality, class, social status, religion,
dis/ability and other factors all play a role in the way we
understand the question as individuals within multiple,
overlapping groups - or 'intersections'. It is important to be
aware of these intersections and the fact that when we talk of
‘masculinity’ it inevitably connotes (at least partially) differing
sets of things to different people. Some mark this diversity by
talking of plural ‘masculinities’ rather than a singular
‘masculinity’.

Who Should Facilitate the Sessions?
Ideally, staff who have done a full induction with - or
who have been peer-trained by experienced
facilitators who have been trained by - MEN AT WORK.
The person / people delivering the sessions must have a
clear grasp of the whole programme, its aims and rationale,
before commencing facilitation.
Men and/or women can facilitate the sessions, singly or in
pairs. Having said that it is highly desirable that more and
more men are involved in the reflective discussions which
form this programme. The reasons for this are varied:
Boys and young men may (consciously or unconsciously)
expect women to have particular views or perspectives
and when these views and perspectives are articulated
by other males they may – possibly as an outcome of
sexist conditioning – resonate more loudly.
It is good for boys and young men to see older males
actively involved in the work of challenging sexism as it
reinforces the sincerity and authenticity of the
messages.
Some boys and young men may have no – or few
positive male role models in their lives. Respectful and
authentic male facilitators can make a positive and
lasting impression by stepping into that gap, even
briefly.
That said, it is worth considering that a widely-supported
ideal is for these kinds of sessions to be co-facilitated by a
male and a female. It provides an opportunity to model
respectful collaboration between men and women (prosocial modelling) - something that may be largely absent
from the lives of some boys and young men. It's your
decison.

Delivering the Programme Sessions
This MEN AT WORK programme manual comprises:
10 CORE DIALOGUES - which are based on a series of
themed prompt cards and
MORE DIALOGUES, which are a blend of Extension
Activities designed to go into each theme in greater depth.
Work sequentially through the Core Dialogues (themed set
of cards) as laid out in the manual. There is a conceptual and
skills progression in their order. To do them justice establishing the fundamentals and exploring ideas arising should take about an hour. You may choose a programme
duration to suit your context, participants and timetable.
The recommended approach is to use only these Core
Dialogues and then, once completed - if you desire and have
time - you can go further and deeper by tackling some of the
Extension Activities from the MORE DIALOGUES section.

Appropriateness & Sensitivity
Session topics have the potential to touch on sensitivities for
participants so advance reflection on their content by
facilitators is needed. Some of the sessions – or tangents
stemming from them - may be too challenging for younger
boys. Some of the boys / young men in your group may have
had or be currently living through experiences directly
related to issues being discussed. It is important to be as
aware as is appropriate of potential sensitivities and to treat
each of the participants with care. It would be good practice
to signpost participants to appropriate sources of support,
within and/or outside your organisation.

Transparency and Sharing
Consciously and constantly exploring and reflecting on our
own attitudes and potential biases is a key to success in
facilitating MAW (and more broadly!). Being open, within
appropriate boundaries for our professional context, about
our own experiences of socialisation through gender will
help participants relate to what we are saying.
Experience shows that it is effective to be honest about
contradictions in our own lives – perhaps mentioning
disconnects between what we know to be the right thing or
the right way to act and how the force of habit can stop us
doing it. Maybe we (men) find it hard to ask for help, or
instinctively expect differing qualities and abilities from girls
and boys? It goes without saying that 'oversharing’ is not
what is required – just an honest acknowledgement that we
are all ‘men at work’ on ourselves.

Your organisation’s
safeguarding
protocols pertain
at all times.

Facilitating Authentic Discussion
Creating an environment of honesty, respect, and
encouragement in which the boys and young men can
think critically, share and develop is essential. Emphasise
the importance of respecting differences in opinion,
listening to one another, not putting one another down
or calling each other names and being open to new
ideas.

Confidentiality
Explain that your conversations, except when issues of
safety are involved (if someone is being hurt, is in danger,
or is hurting others), should be kept within the group.
This means specifically that it is best not to quote each
other directly outside the sessions although of course the
learning developed in the sessions can and should be
applied ‘outside’.

Group size
There is no hard and fast rule on group size but between
6 and 10 would seem ideal, being large enough to offer a
range of perspectives and not too large that participants
can ‘sit back’. You know your context and groups best.

Group Agreement
Co-creating a group agreement is an essential step in
creating an environment for respectful and productive
discussion. Use the information below at the start of
Session 1 to establish ground rules for communication.
Because the Programme is delivered in a group setting
over multiple sessions and covers sensitive topics, it is
important to establish some parameters so that everyone
feels safe, respected and able to contribute. Ask the boys /
young men what the group needs in order for everyone to
feel safe in this space. If the boys do not verbalize all the
following ideas, try to tease them out to add to the list:
Listen to each other
Respect each other’s opinions, even if we disagree
No name-calling or making fun
It’s good to ask questions
Take turns to speak
Confidentiality: Everything that is said during these
conversations should stay in the room except where it
raises safeguarding issues
Real language – may at times be appropriate to
furthering the learning in a conversation. It doesn’t
mean rules of respect within the group or to people
outside the group don’t apply or that it’s ‘open season’
for immature behaviour
If you are affected by the issues discussed, talk to a
trusted adult when the need arises
Be honest. Express yourself openly
Enjoy. There is no reason that – despite some serious
issues being discussed – we can’t enjoy this learning
opportunity

Create a visible version of the group’s agreement and
refer back to it, visibly perhaps, during subsequent
sessions. Check with participants that:
everyone agrees with the list
nothing is missing or unrealistic
they understand the agreement can be added to
throughout the programme as the need arises

Session Format
GROUP AGREEMENT - establish in session 1 and revisit
thereafter
OBJECTIVE/S: vary per session but should include some
revisiting of learning from previous session/s in order to
connect and consolidate learning.
STEPS: step-by-step directions on how to implement the
session, including discussion prompts and/or questions to
pose to the group, as well as delivery tips for facilitators.
TIMING: general assumption of circa 60 minutes per
session.

Key Terms
Man: An adult male human
Boy: A young male human
Woman: An adult female human
Girl: A young female human
Sex (i): The dimorphic human mammalian characteristics by
which we reproduce as a species (i.e. male and female)
Sex (ii): The act of sexual intercourse
Gender: The culturally / socially produced roles,
expectations, norms and stereotypes placed upon us
Sexism: Thoughts, beliefs, values and behaviours that
position women / girls as 'less than' men / boys, presents
them as sexualised objects and/or objects for providing
domestic and emotional labour and which seek to justify
their disrespectful and unjust treatment.
Misogyny: Hatred of women / girls for being female

Victim Blaming
Society has pervasive traditions of #VictimBlaming. Our media –
whether official or social - still regularly implies a level of
‘contributory negligence’ of victims in their own assaults/abuse.
It is therefore no surprise that some boys and young men (and
indeed some adults, male and female) parrot phrases like ‘she
was asking for it’ or ‘she shouldn’t have walked down that street
alone’ etc. A key aim of this programme is to understand that
abuse / assault is a choice made, overwhelmingly by male
perpetrators, based on a belief that women and girls are of
lesser value.
Abusive behaviours may be drawn from values and beliefs of
wider culture but we always remain accountable for our
choices to enact them.

Facilitators must make strenuous efforts to identify and
address #VictimBlaming and delegitimise the shifting of
responsibility for abusive behaviours. Refusing to endorse the
blaming of victims is important because, for many boys and
young men, this may be the first time they have seen sexism
challenged in a healthy way. This may be, rightly or wrongly,
additionally impactful if the facilitator is male.

Language - 'real' / 'frank/ 'bad' etc

Be Prepared for...

Language - for good or ill - carries and expresses societal
values. For this reason, the use of 'real' / 'frank' / 'bad'
language is – within reason and where appropriate to the
discussion - not something to be vetoed per se. A confident
facilitator can use such comments and language as learning
tools and opportunities. Where a participant refers to a
female (or another male) using disrespectful language we
can explore why he chose those words and where he sees
that language used. This conscious exploration highlights the
interface of both agency (personal accountability) and
cultural influence. We can work as a group on what the use
of such language tells us. Your skills as a professional / key
adult will be required in making it clear that the language is
not ‘acceptable’ but that it tells us a story relevant to this
work.

Defensive Behaviour

Querying of male-only participants

For a variety of reasons, participants may have defensive
reactions during some of the sessions. Experience shows
that it is not uncommon for participants to say that that
they themselves are not, or #NotAlllMen are, disrespectful,
or to comment that men are victims of violence as well (of
course this is true). This is an opportunity to consult the
statistics and data which overwhelmingly show that
violence against BOTH females AND males is mostly
committed by males BUT that most males are not violent.
However, as long as most men do not consistently use
their networks, platforms and skills to speak out against
violence and abuse committed by the abusive minority of
men against women and girls it can reasonably be argued
that that contributes to a culture of tacit tolerance of such
abuses.
This means that all men (and boys) can play a part in
delegitimising violence and in challenging harmful values
and behaviours. This is a positive, empowering
message to carry forward in life.

The Equalities Act 2010 Single-Sex Exemption provides for
this programme to be delivered to single-sex, male-only
participants on the grounds that the efficacy of the work
would be impacted otherwise (paras 730 -735)

Remember yourself
We are all products of a wide and subtle range of social
and cultural influences. The influences upon us of 'gender
socialisation' play out differently in individuals and even at
different times in an individual’s life. We have all
internalised at least some of the prejudices, values,
privileges and limitations of the ‘gender’ stereotypes that
society has developed as being ‘appropriate’ for our sex,
whether we are male or female. Our personal learning as
facilitators –appropriately shared – can help provide boys
and young men with an example of growth and offer them
a relatable foundation on which to build safe, healthy and
respectful lives.

CORE
DIALOGUE

RESPECT

MEN AT WORK CORE DIALOGUE : RESPECT
OBJECTIVES:
Establish a group agreement on conduct /interaction
which will serve as a sound basis for this and
subsequent sessions
To facilitate a positive and meaningful discussion of
the term 'respect'
To acknowledge the difficulties in defining it
To explore who, what and why we respect
To establish that respect and 'fear' need to be
unpicked
STEP 1: Start by explaining that the goal of the
programme is to deepen our understanding of ways to
ensure healthy, safe and respectful lives.
STEP 2: Create a group agreement with the boys/young
men and discuss your/their expectations for the group
sessions. The more collaboratively this is done, the
better. See P.6 for guidance
STEP 3: Lay out the RESPECT cards on the table or hand
them out, in order, to the group.
STEP 4: Discuss them, in order, 1-8, involving as many of
the group as possible in reading out the cards and
responding.
Card 1: WHAT is respect?
It's a good idea to let the group know that this is by no
means an easy question! How many of us have got a
clear definition - or one that isn't just a list of examples of
'good' behaviour towards others? Experience shows that
it is much easier to define DIS-respect for many. It's
worthwhile to acknowledge this and get 'as good a
definition as possible' for now. Establishing that it is a
desirable thing is a good start.

Card 2: WHO do we respect?
Feel free to frame this by saying 'who that you know...?' or
'who that is high profile...? - to get a differing range of
responses, close to home and more public.
Card 3: WHY do we respect them?
The 'why' question can help clarify our definitions of 'what
is respect?' by forcing us to think about qualities in
someone that we think we respect. Is it because they
care for us and others? Sacrifice? Hard work? Good
humour and cheerfulness in adversity? Or is it having
conspicuous wealth, lots of sexual partners, being
feared? Or being seen to be very intelligent, talented or
persuasive?

Card 4: We EARN the respect of others by...
Responses to this can be revealing - can we earn
respect by steady, unglamorous hard work and
commitment? Selflessness, service and a positive and
encouraging demeanour? Or by 'winning', being
'Number One', the 'Boss', getting our own way and
taking no prisoners in the process? Having a mansion
and a flash car? Or maybe just by treating others with
consideration and being dependable?
Card 5: We can LOSE the respect of others if we...
Again, responses always tell a story. Do we lose the
respect of others because we are unkind, vindictive
and petty? Or because we don't succeed on someone
else's terms? Or through never trying, making excuses
and taking credit for other people's achievements? Or
by being gentle? Every set of responses will be
different and informative.
Card 6: Do people confuse FEAR and respect?
There is a sense in which this might not be a negative
thing - think of electricity, vehicles or deep water. We
have to 'respect' the capacity of each for harm which is
close to 'fear'. Having said that, if we think of 'gangster'
culture, authoritarian institutions or even relationships
in which abuse is perpetrated, fear may be described as
'respect'. We certainly need to reflect on the
differences of these concepts - with the aim of
delegitimising the pursuit of the kind of 'respect' which
is really fear.
Card 7: Now that you've had this conversation
about RESPECT, do you have any advice for boys
younger than you? Or maybe advice that you'd give
yourself when you were younger?
An opportunity for the boys/young men to start to
reflect on their own development, shifts in thinking,
catalysts for change.

A frank and open-ended discussion of 'respect' forms a
good basis for the rest of the work in this programme.
It is something that is always-relevant to meaningful
dialogues about how we treat ourselves and treat
other people.
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MEN AT WORK CORE DIALOGUE: The 'MAN RULES'
Objective:
Collectively explore the notion of 'MAN RULES' whereby society teaches us about what men /boys
‘should’ or ‘shouldn’t’ be /do (with implications for
women/girls)
Elicit & explore some of these ‘Man Rules’ and some
of their impacts - on ourselves, other males and on
women/girls
Facilitate positive group discussion of issues arising,
going into depth appropriate to your group
SUGGESTED DURATION: You know your group &
context best, but a session of at least an hour is advised.
Step 1: Revisit the Group Agreement from Session 1
Step 2: 'Man Words'. Ask group members to write down
(or say) words that they – or society – typically associate
with what it means to 'be a man'. Ask volunteers to share
their words with the group and try to explain why they are
associated with manhood – by themselves and/or by
society.
Step 3: Collate all the words generated onto either 1) a
picture of a box on a flipchart/whiteboard or 2) onto the
sides of an actual box (in marker pen or with tape). This
way you will have the sum of all the words of all the
participants in plain view, while each has their own on
their sheet. Reflect on the words together– considering
sameness and difference of words offered.
Step 4: Lay out the 'Man Rules' cards on the table
Work through them, in order, 1-8, involving as many of
the group as possible in reading out the cards and
responding.
Card 1:What do people say that men SHOULD do or
should be like? & Card 2: What do people say that
men CAN’T or SHOULDN’T do or be like?
Cards 1 & 2 are an opportunity to establish some of the
'rules' associated with the words generated in the earlier
'Man Words' discussion. e.g. If 'strong' is a ‘man word’
typically associated with ‘being a man’, what is a ‘man rule’
that might be associated with that word? e.g. ‘Don’t ask for
help’, 'show that you are strong'.
Card 3: Where do we ‘see’ or ‘hear’ these 'MAN RULES'?
Card 4: WHO do we learn the rules from? Where did
THEY learn the rules?
Cards 3 and 4 are about acknowledging the diverse
influences on our development - both in terms of media:
films, books, the web, music, games etc and in terms of
other people: family and friends, neighbours and peers.
We each experience our own unique blends of these
various stimuli but we also share lots of common
experiences in social messaging.

Card 5: What might men gain from following - or being
seen to follow - the 'MAN RULES'? This question allows
us to acknowledge what we can receive by 'toeing the
line' - group belonging, inclusion, opportunities, peerprotection, status, a 'quiet life', anonymity, subservient
others, feared / obeyed by others, material success,
excuses made for us. Prompt, if needed: If there were
no gains - why bother?
Card 6: What BAD things can HAPPEN to boys/men
who break the ‘MAN RULES’?
This card allows us to start addressing experiences of
being policed / pressurised by peers for failing to
observe the 'rules' of masculinity. It is highly unlikely that
group members cannot think of any, but their willingness
to describe them may vary. Prompt, if needed: What
might these ‘punishments’ be – verbal and/or otherwise?
Aim to elicit: name-calling (with authentic examples),
bullying, isolation, marginalisation, assault. Allow the
group to be authentically frank—the language used in
these ‘punishments’ is vital to acknowledge as they
commonly involve taunts relating to being ‘like a girl’ or
‘feminine’. These messages help underpin sexism, as they
create associations between femininity and inferiority.
This learning point is fundamental.
Card 7: If a man follows ALL of the 'MAN RULES'....
This is an exploration of potential harms, informed by
reference to real harms ranging widely from missed
experiences, rejected emotions, diminished relationships
to rivalry, risk-taking, objectification, domination and
aggression (including lethal violence).
Be confident to follow the logic of where unquestioning
obedience to the 'Man Rules' can lead. Elicit as many as
the group can identify.
Card 8: What are the GOOD things about breaking
the 'MAN RULES'?
Elicit what boys/young men could do freely if the rules
didn't exist e.g. ask for help when needed, behave in
more authentic ways, beyond arbitrary expectations.
What challenges, such as emotions or expectations,
stand in the way of breaking ‘Man Rules’?
Card 9: Do we know people who make us follow the
'Man Rules'?* Do some of our friends, family and/or
peers police us and place limits and expectations on us?
Reflect on responses.
Card 10: Who do we know who we feel free around?*
Do some of our friends, family and/or peers give us
space and room to be ourselves, in ways contrary to
some - or all - of the 'Man Rules'? Reflect on responses.
*Be sure to remind the boys/young men that you are not asking them to
name individuals, but rather to acknowledge behaviours/influences.

Question to the group: 'Do you have any advice for other
boys/ young men after having had these conversations?'

REMEMBER: Sets of rules can offer a feeling of
protection, familiarity and predictability, but inescapably
they also impose limitations. Dominant cultural
definitions of how men ‘should be’ can constrain men
by limiting what we can and cannot do or feel.
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#10DIALOGUES
FOR BOYS & YOUNG MEN
AND THOSE WORKING WITH THEM
comprises:
Dialogue 1: Respect
Dialogue 2: The Man Rules
Dialogue 3 : Keeping Myself Safe
Dialogue 4 : People, Not Objects
Dialogue 5 : Control
Dialogue 6 : Helping Others Stay Safe
Dialogue 7: Taking No for An Answer
Dialogue 8 : Respect in Relationships
Dialogue 9 : Help!
Dialogue 10 : Future Me - Who and How?
We hope this free sample download has been of interest.
email us to discuss training
and access to more resources
menatworkorganisation@gmail.com
www.menatworkcic.org

